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No 1

CP18/10 April FCA regulated fees and levies: 
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Financial Services Compensation 
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Yes 2
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management companies
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Proposed changes to our rules and 
guidance

No 5
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CP18/9: Second consultation on remedies following the asset management market study
Published:  05/04/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-9-second-consultation-
remedies-following-asset-management-market-study

The proposals seek to address FCA concern that fund objectives are not as clear or specific 
as they could and should be, and that the benchmarks a fund may have are not always 
presented consistently and appropriately.

They propose to publish guidance on how they expect fund managers to make their funds’ 
objectives more useful to investors. This sets out what they expect when funds disclose 
their objectives, and reiterates that descriptions of objectives in key information documents 
should avoid jargon. The guidance also explains when they expect a fund to disclose that 
its portfolio construction is in practice constrained relative to a benchmark.

FCA is also consulting on proposals so that, if a fund has benchmarks, their use must 
be explained and referenced consistently in consumer facing documents. This includes a 
proposal to ensure that benchmarks are shown consistently against fund past performance.

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary

CP18/10: FCA regulated fees and levies: Rates proposals 2018/19
Published:  09/04/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-10-fca-regulated-fees-and-
levies-rates-proposals-2018-19

The FCA is funded entirely by the fees and levies recovered from the firms they regulate – 
they receive no subsidies from other sources. The proposals in this paper will enable them 
to raise the funding for the:

• Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
• Financial Ombudsman Service
• Money Advice Service
• Pension Wise service
• Single Financial Guidance Body
• Illegal money lending (IML) expenses of HM Treasury

This is of interest to all firms.
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CP18/11: Reviewing the funding of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)
Published:  01/05/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-11-reviewing-funding-financial-
services-compensation-scheme

This consultation paper follows CP17/36 (PDF) published in October 2017 which consulted on 
proposals for reforming FSCS funding. Our review seeks to ensure the FSCS continues to provide 
the right protections, works effectively and is funded fairly. Following the feedback received the 
FCA has now made final rules (to take effect in April 2019), as follows:

• merging the Life and Pensions and Investment Intermediation funding classes
• requiring product providers to contribute around 25% of the compensation costs which fall to 

the intermediation classes
• moving pure protection intermediation from the Life and Pensions funding class to the General 

Insurance Distribution class
• rules to increase the FSCS compensation limit for investment provision, investment 

intermediation, home finance and debt management claims to £85,000, also from April 2019.

FCA is also consulting on draft rules to ensure that PIFs should have PII policies that do not limit 
claims, where the policyholder or a third party is insolvent, or where a person other than the PIF 
(eg the FSCS) is entitled to make a claim. The changes are intended to ensure that more consumer 
claims are paid by insurers which could help to reduce the cost of the FSCS to other firms.

This is of interest to all firms.

CP18/12 and CP18/13: Consultations on High-cost Credit and on Overdrafts
Published:  31/05/2018 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-12-and-cp18-13-consultations-high-
cost-credit-and-overdrafts

As part of the ongoing review of high-cost credit products, the FCA is publishing their proposed 
rules and guidance for consultation. they have also identified a number of areas for discussion.

These documents follow on from the Feedback Statement (FS17/2), published in July 2017, and 
then the update, published in January 2018. These publications identified the key areas of concern 
and direction of travel regarding the FCA’s work on high-cost credit.

They have focused on arranged and unarranged overdrafts, as well as rent-to-own, home-
collected credit and catalogue credit products. They have also included store cards.

The FCA is also working on alternatives to high-cost credit designed to increase choice and 
encourage the availability of alternatives to high-cost credit.

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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CP18/14: Quarterly Consultation Paper No 21
Published:  01/06/2018 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-14-quarterly-consultation-
paper-no-21

Once a quarter, The FCA consults on proposed miscellaneous amendments to the 
Handbook. These tend to be minor changes but they still want to get your feedback on 
these proposals.

In this paper they propose changes to:

• disapply some Handbook rules to authorised professional firms who carry out non-
mainstream regulated activities

• the appointed representatives appointment form
• the COBS rules for insurance distribution
• FEES 4.2 relating to the tariff data used to calculate fees for newly authorised firms
• FEES 4.4, FEES 4 Annex 1AR and FEES 5.4 relating to the tariff data (measure of size of 

firms within a fee-block) we will use to calculate insurers’ periodic fees and levies from 
2018/19

• BCOBS 7 as a result of detailed technical discussions with firms preparing to implement 
the requirements, which have identified that certain rules do not achieve the outcome 
set out in PS17/26

• DEPP and EG following the transfer of the Northern Ireland mutual societies registration 
function to the FCA

• DEPP and EG following the implementation of the MMF Regulation and amendments 
to EuSEF and EuVECA Regulations

This is of no significant interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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CP18/15: Claims management: how we propose to regulate claims management 
companies
Published:  05/06/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-15-claims-management

On 1 April 2019 the FCA will become the regulator of claims management companies (CMCs) 
established or serving customers, in England, Wales and Scotland. At the same time the 
Financial Ombudsman Service (Ombudsman Service) will become responsible for resolving 
disputes about CMCs.

This Consultation Paper (CP) sets out the draft rules and guidance they propose to make in 
relation to claims management activities and the standards they think CMCs regulated by 
the FCA should have to meet. They also set out why and how they enforce our rules, and the 
process for CMCs to become authorised by the FCA.

This CP also sets out proposed changes to the voluntary jurisdiction of the Ombudsman 
Service, and is a joint consultation with the Ombudsman Service on those changes.

This is of no significant interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary

CP18/16: Authorised push payment fraud - extending the jurisdiction of the Financial 
Ombudsman Service
Published:  26/06/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-16-authorised-push-
payment-fraud-extending-jurisdiction-financial-ombudsman-service

Authorised Push Payment (APP) fraud is where a fraudster tricks a payer (often an individual 
consumer) into making a payment to an account controlled by that fraudster.

This Consultation Paper (CP) sets out proposed changes to the complaints handling rules 
to reduce the harm experienced by victims of APP fraud. FCA propose to require payment 
service providers (PSPs) to handle complaints about alleged fraud relating to funds they have 
received as a result of APPs in line with the DISP sourcebook. They also propose to allow 
eligible complainants to refer these complaints to the Financial Ombudsman Service.

This CP also sets out proposed changes to the voluntary jurisdiction of the Financial 
Ombudsman Service, and is a joint consultation with the Financial Ombudsman Service on 
those changes.

This is of no significant interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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CP18/17: Retirement Outcomes Review: Proposed changes to our rules and guidance
Published:  28/06/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp18-17-retirement-outcomes-
review

This consultation sets out the proposed package of remedies from the Retirement 
Outcomes Review. For some of these remedies the FCA is consulting on proposed changes 
to their rules, for others they are seeking feedback on discussion questions.

This is of no significant interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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Discussion Papers

DP18/3: Ex post Impact Evaluation Framework
Published:  09/04/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/discussion-papers/dp18-3-ex-post-impact-evaluation-
framework

This discussion paper sets out the FCA framework for measuring the impact of interventions 
using ex post impact evaluations. Finding out whether past interventions have been effective 
and what impact they have had is an important part of developing a strong evidence base 
to guide FCA decisions.

This is of some interest to all firms.
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PS18/8: Implementing asset management market study remedies and changes to 
our Handbook – feedback to CP17/18 and final rules
Published 05/04/2108

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/policy-statements/ps18-8-implementing-asset-
management-market-study-remedies

This policy statement responds to the feedback received to CP17/18 (PDF) which sought 
views on changes to the governance arrangements for authorised fund managers as well 
as other technical changes to improve the fairness of how investors in funds are treated.

It feeds back on a related proposal about how the changes work with the Senior Managers 
and Certification Regime discussed in CP17/18, but formally consulted on in CP17/25.

It explains the changes made to our proposals and sets out final rules and guidance.

The new rules are intended to require authorised fund managers to focus more on their 
duties as agents of investors in their funds.

They are part of a package of measures which have been introduced to address 
weaknesses identified by the asset management market study.

The revised non-Handbook guidance related to share classes (FG18/3) is effective 
immediately. The new Handbook rules and guidance will come into effect in between 12 
and 18 months’ time.

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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PS18/9: Recovering the costs of the Office for Professional Body Anti-Money 
Laundering Supervision (OPBAS)
Published:  30/04/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/policy-statements/ps18-9-recovering-costs-office-
professional-body-anti-money-laundering-supervision-opbas

OPBAS is a new regulator set up by the government within the FCA in January 2018 to 
strengthen the UK’s anti-money laundering (AML) supervisory regime and ensure that 
professional body AML supervisors provide consistently high standards of supervision.

This paper sets how the FCA will recover the costs of running OPBAS from the bodies it 
supervises. They also provide feedback on the responses received to the consultation paper 
on proposals (CP17/35).

This paper applies to the professional body supervisors listed in Schedule 1 of the Money 
Laundering Regulations and bodies considering applying to be listed. It will also be of 
interest to designated professional bodies.

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary

PS18/10: Retiring FG12/15 and FG14/1
Published:  11/05/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/policy-statements/ps18-10-retiring-fg12-15-and-
fg14-1

In December 2017, the FCA published PS17/25: ‘Financial Advice Market Review 
Implementation Part II and Consultation on Retiring FG12/15 and FG14/1’.

Part of this publication consulted on retiring the following guidance, which they considered 
had been largely superseded  by recent changes to rules including to implement the re-cast 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (Directive 2014/65/EU) (MiFID II): 

• FG12/15, ‘Retail Distribution Review: independent and restricted advice’
• FG14/1, ‘Supervising retail investment advice: inducements and conflicts of interest’.

In this Policy Statement, the FCA summarise the feedback received for this consultation. In 
light of the feedback, they are confirming the retirement of FG12/15 and FG14/1.

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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PS18/11: Sovereign controlled companies
Published:  08/06/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/policy-statements/ps18-11-sovereign-controlled-
companies

In this Policy Statement the FCA responds to feedback arising from CP17/21 (PDF) and 
publish final rules for a new category within premium listing open to sovereign controlled 
companies. Issuers will be able to seek admission to the new category from 1 July 2018 
when the rules establishing the new category come into force.

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary

PS18/12: PSR regulatory fees
Published:  29/06/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/policy-statements/ps18-12-psr-regulatory-fees

This policy statement concludes the FCA review of the regulatory fees regime for the 
Payment Systems Regulator (PSR).

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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GC18/2: Fairness of variation terms in financial services consumer contracts under 
the Consumer Rights Act 2015
Published:  17/05/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/guidance-consultations/gc18-2-fairness-variation-
terms-financial-services-consumer-contracts-under-consumer-rights-act-2015

The proposed guidance outlines factors financial services firms should consider under the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015 (CRA) when drafting and reviewing variation terms in their 
consumer contracts.

The draft guidance outlines a number of non-exhaustive areas the FCA believes firms should 
have regard to when drafting and reviewing variation terms. These include and are not 
limited to the following:

• The validity of the reason(s) for using the variation term
• The transparency of the variation term
• Provision for notice in the variation term
• Provision for the freedom to exit the contract should a consumer not wish to accept the 

variation

This is of some interest to all firms.

GC18/3: Primary Market Bulletin No. 19
Published:  11/06/2018

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/guidance-consultations/gc18-3-primary-market-
bulletin-no-19

The FCA is consulting on the following change that they are proposing to make to the 
Knowledge Base:

The amendment of one existing technical note: - Periodic financial information and inside 
information (FCA/TN/506.2)

This is of no interest to the General Insurance Broker/Intermediary
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